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ABSTRACT

A comprehensive review is given of the KLL Auger spectrum for members

of the third row of the periodic table. This group contains the lightest

elements wherein an Auger process can occur without the direct participation

of the valence shell. Recent Auger spectra induced by x-ray photoioniza-

tion on Mg, Al, and Si metals and their oxides are given as well as pre-

liminary results on salts of Na and K, and for comparison, the LMM spectra

of RbCl. Our results have been combined with previous experimental data

and theory in order to obtain an overview. Four topics concerned with

Auger processes are discussed: Fnergies, relative intensities, chemical

shifts, and satellite structure. Interlaced throughout the entire paper

is a discussion of the role played by the chemical environment and

electron correlation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The series of elements, which in the periodic table begins with

Ne(Z=10) and concludes with Ar(Z=18), form an important group with which

to examine the basic nature of the Auger process, since thej are the

lightest elements for which an Auger process can take place invol4 ing

only filled core shells. These K-LL Auger processes are highly sensitive

to electron correlation effects, and for elements of Z»iO the Auger

processes may also be strongly affected by the chemical environment, since

the valence shell is directly above the L shell.

In this paper we shall present results on the K-LL Auger spectra of

Mg, Al, and Si metals and their oxides. In addition, the Auger spectra

for several salts of other elements will be given. The following

properties of the Auger spectra will be discussed: the energies of the

transitions, the relative transition ratas, the chemical shifts between

the metals and their oxides, and the nature of the satellite structure.

To assist in this discussion, our results are compared with literature

values for both experiment and theory for elements between Z=10 and 20.

2. EXPERIMENT

The spectra presented in this paper were taken with an electrostatic

analyzer with double-focusing spherical sector plates. Important modi-

fications have been made to the version of the spectrometer reported

1 2

earlier including the fabrication of an UHV source chamber with retard-

ing accelerator transfer lens and a position sensitive detector utilizing
3

a multichannel plate and resistor strip .
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The initial inner-shell vacancies were created by photon bombardment.

For the Mg targets, Al Ka x-rays (1487 eV) were used; for elements where

Z>12, a silver anode producing principally Ag La radiation (2984 eV) was

employed. In one set of studies, a dual anode of Al and Ag was tried.

The photoelectron spectra were taken with Al x rays, except for the K

shells where the broad (about 2 eV) but serviceable, silver x rays were

used. The resolution of the spectrometer was set for 0.09% in energy and

the pass energy for Mg was set for 1000 eV while for Al and Si it was set

at 1500 eV.

Polycrystalline targets of Mg, Al and Si were examined after in situ

cleaning with Ar ion bombardment under 1 x 10" Torr partial pressure

of oxidizing gases. The oxides were formed by allowing 0 2 to enter the

chamber. This affords partial oxidation. More complete oxidation was

accomplished by heating in oxygen or by ion bombardment with ot. Results

on powdered oxides and selts of RbCl, K2HP04> and NaCl were obtained by

mounting the samples on double-stick tape.

3. INTENSITY

In fig. 1 the K-LL Auger spectrum of Al metal is shown. It may be

taken as a typical example for the third row elements. For these light

elements the Auger transitions are fairly well described by the LS

coupling scheme and there appear for all practical purposes only 5 lines

in the spectrum: (1,2) ls-2p2p[K-L nL I H(
1D), K - L J J L J J ^ S ) ] ;

(3,4) ls-2s2p[K-LILIIjIII(
3P), K - L J L J J ^ P ) ] ; (5) ls-2s2s(K-LILI(

1S)].

The P states associ ted with Is-2p2p transition are not allowed in LS
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coupling and the P states associated with the Is-2s2p transition are

insufficiently split in energy that they appear as one line.

In addition to the five diagram lines, peaks due to characteristic

energy losses are seen. In metals they appear as plasmon losses. Each

line will produce a series of loss peaks which are equally spaced in energy

and diminish in intensity with higher order. Surface plasmon losses can

sometimes be seen with energies equal to 1//2 times that of the bulk

losses. In determining accurately the relative intensities of the diagram

line in an Auger spectrum of a solid, one is beset by a number of problems.

One must correct for the background due to secondary electrons including

the characteristic energy losses. In non-conducting materials loss peaks

also occur but are broader and less distinct than the "pure" plasmon losses

in metals. In addition to lifetime broadening, Auger peaks are widened

by the experimental resolution of the spectrometer, and in the case of the

oxides by charging. The Auger peaks associated with L. final vacancies

are broader than those associated with L,, JJJ holes because of the

possibility of Coster-Kronig transitions. The net result on the overall

shape is a Voigt curve. In addition, there appears a slight low-energy

skew to the peaks for which phonon broadening is probably responsible. In

determining the relative intensities, we have tried to take the above factors

into account and have relied on our spectra of pure metals or pure oxides

rather than the mixed metal-metal oxide spectra. In determining the

relative areas we have employed the use of both an analogue (Dupont)

curve resolver and compute integrated spectra. In spite of our efforts

the analyzers are still not completely satisfactory.
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The history of comparing theoretical ard experimental Auger rates for

the Hght elements has been complex and long . It was first felt that

good agreement would be easier than with the heavier elements because

pure LS coupling was a good assumption for the light elements, and

intermediate coupling did not have to be invoked. However, when dependable

results on gases were obtained and reasonably good Hartree-Fock wave

functions were available, it became clear that electron correlation played

a large role in determining the relative rates. Inclusion of partial
4 5configuration interaction in the final S states h e l p e d , but not until

Kelly carried out a fairly complete many-body solution on Ne was good

agreement between experiment and theory reached.

In figs. 2-5 are plotted the relative intensities of the different Auger

line to the most intense line (ls-2p,2p( D)). As indicated above, Kelly's

calculation on neon is in good agreement with experiment in each plot. A

line is drawn to indicate the quality of calculations ' based on limited

configuration interactio i (which are the best calculations available for

elements other than neon). Also a smooth line is drawn through the experi-

mental data on atomic systems . This may not be fully justified, but it

allows for a tentative evaluation of the dependence of the Auger rates on the

chemical state. In addition to our data on the metals and their oxides we

have also included recent values from the literature on qaseous molecules

of sulfur. Other K-LL spectra for chemical compounds containing elements

between Z=ll and 17 have been taken, but analyses of the line intensities

have not been reported. One exception is the early work of Fahlman et
Q

al . Although there are some discrepancies with these data and the

present data, they both agree qualitatively in indicating an important
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influence of the chemical state on the relative intensities. Looking at

the results as a whole, one is reluctant to state any general trends

between the chemical state and the relative K-LL Auger rates. Such trends

may be obscured in part by the uncertainties in the data, but "t seems

clear that the chemical state does play an important role.

4. ENERGY

In Table I are listed the energies of the different K-LL Auger lines

for Mg, A7, and Si metals. The energies have been given relative to the

most intense transition. The absolute energy of that line has been

calibrated by use of the photoelectron spectra of the 4f 7 / 2 level

in gold which was taken to have a binding energy of 83.8 eV. Agreement

of the data on magnesium and aluminum metals with those from the litera-

ture is quite g^od. It is also interesting on comparing the data for

atomic magnesium and metallic magnesium to note, that although the

absolute values are altered because of the work function and extra atomic

relaxation energy, the relative energy spacings are in good agreement.

If one compares the relative energies obtained from theory by Shirley

with experiment* one sees that with the exception of the energy differences

between the main line and the K - L H » L I I (
 s) transitions, the energy

separations are generally larger experimentally. This discrepancy is

particularly apparent when comparing the main line with the K-LJLJ( S)

transitions. These discrepancies may partially result from the
11

limited treatment of relaxation energy. The calculations include
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static but not dynamic relaxation. More likely, the error lies in the

failure to include electron correlation effects.

5. CHEMICAL SHIFTS

In figure 6 can be seen the spectra from both Auger frocesses and

photoionization whici fortuitously occur in the same energy range. The

sample is aluminum metal whose surface has been oxidized. Contributions

to the spectra can be seen as the result of photoionization in the 2s

and 2p shell of aluminum using X rays of 1487 eV, and for the

K-LJJLJJJC D) Auger process, the K hole having been created by high energy

bremsstrahlung from the X-ray tube. A doublet is found in each case due to

a chemical shift between Al and Al^O,. It is obvious that the chemical

shift is much larger for the Auger process than for the photoelectric

process. A summary of chemical shifts for Mg, Al and Si are given in

Table II. If one considers the binding energy shifts solely from initial

state properties of the neutral species, the shift should be essentially

the same for both the photoionization process and the Auger process, since

the Auger electron or photoelectron may be viewed simply as probe charges

originating from the core shell, which sample the differences in

electrostatic environment of the metal and oxide. However, if one

recognizes the importance of the final state properties, which include

consideration of extra-atomic relaxation energy, the relative chemical

shifts of Auger and photoelectron processes may net be the same. In fact,
12a simple relationship can be made between relative chemical shifts which
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we shall call a, and the relaxation energy:

relative chemical shift = a = -2AR

where AR is the difference in extra-atomic relaxation energy involved

in making a single core hole in the metal and in the oxide. This arises

from the following assumptions: 1) the extra-atomic relaxation energy

is the same for all core shells, 2) the extra-atomic relaxation energy

for a double-core vacancy is four times that of a single-core vacancy.

In table 2 are listed the chemical shifts for M3, Al, and Si. It might

be noted that though the chemical shifts increase as one goes across the

periodic table from Mg to Si, there is not strong trend in the relative

chemical shift which is between 3 and J volts, which in turn means that

the difference in relaxation energy between the metal and its oxides is

fairly constant for these elements. It is interesting to note that in

magnesium the extra-atomic relaxation energy is larger than the total

chemical shift in the photoelectron spectrum. This implies that when

one considers the initial-state properties, the electrostatic environment

about a Mg atom in the oxide requires a more negative charge than in the

metal. This situation is aggravated when one goes to sodium, where the

net binding energy of a core electron is greater in the metal than in the

oxide.

One should also note in Table II that the chemical shifts are not

quite constant for the different core levels. They are slightly larger in

the K-shell than in the L-shell, which is understandable from consider-

ation of more complete shielding for the deeper shells. In addition, the
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shift in the L« , shell is slightly greater than in the U level, the

reason of which is not immediately apparent. Finally, studies have been

made of the chemical shifts as a function of oxide depth and nature of

preparation. For aluminum and magnesium no changes were observed. For

silicon, however, a wide range of chemical shifts were measured. The

relative chemical shift, a, however remained fairly constant. The shifts

were in general larger for the case of a thick silicon oxide and from tests

made using different degrees of ionization, the size of the chemical shift

seemed to be related to the propensity for charging in the oxide sample.

The results for silicon quoted in Table II gives the range of values

recorded for different samples.

6. SATELLITE STRUCTURE

In addition to the diagram lines there also can appear satellite

structure in Auger spectra. This structure occurs in addition to that

derived from characteristic energy losses and is intrinsic to the Auger

process itself. There are three basic sources. First, excitation can

occur, such as electron shake up, in the original formation of the K

vacancy. When an Auger process occurs in this excited configuration, it

produces lines that appear at different energies than the normal Auger

lines. If the K-LL process involves only core shells, these satellite

lines will occur at slightly lower energies than the normal lines,

approximately equal to the original shake-up excitation. Second,

similar situations can occur when electron shake-off takes place in the

initial formation of a K vacancy. While shake-off structure is hard to

distinguish in photoelectron spectroscopy, because it appears as a broad

continuum, in the subsequent Auger process it is generally revealed as a

sharp discrete line. Third, excited states can occur in the vnr process
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itself;, giving rise to satellite structure. In the gas phase s

structure can be readily observed and characterized. For example, in the
14K-LL Auger spectrum of neon a total of 90 lines were found, only 6 of

which were diagram lines.

In solids, satellite structure is not as easy to detect as in gases.

There is a large background of secondary electrons, including character-

istic energy loss peaks, that obscure the intrinsic satellite structure.

In fig. 7 are compared portions of the K-LL spectra of Na in NaCl and

Ne. One might expect similar spectra since the alkali metal ion and the

rare gas whose atomic number is less by one are isoelectronic. Since the

nuclear charge is greater for Na, the energy spacing should be slightly

larger. The two largest satellite peaks in neon are illustrated in the

bar diagram. Similar structure is not obvious in the NaCl spectrum.

This is due partly to the poorer peak to background ratios, but may also

be due to a greater complexity of states in the valence band of the

solid. A similar comparison is made between the K-LL Auger processes of

potassium in KJAPO. and argon. (See Fig. 8) Here we see a surprisingly

large satellite contribution in the case of potassium. This behavior of

potassium was first pointed out by Fahlman et al . They observed

large satellite structure in K^SO, and in KC1. They also saw satellite

lines in the K-L.LJJ TTT( P) transitions similar to those found with the

K-L.jL-..( D) processes. No one has observed such intense satellites

in the photoelectron spectrum of core levels in potassium salts. Thus,

the first process involving electron shake up in the photoionization

process is eliminated. The satellite structure must be due to electron

shake off in the primary photoionization or to excitation in the Auger

process itself.
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Going down the periodic table we have also compared RbCl with Kr.

It was impractical to observe the K-LL transitions, so the LTTT" MIVV' I 1IV V

Auger process was studied. (See Fig. 9) In the analysis of krypton it

is believed that the 3 more energetic peaks are diagram lines, while the

three at lower energy are due to satellite structure. It was reasoned

that availability of the unfilled 4d orbital in Rb might give rise to

two-electron excitation by means of configuration mixing. This phenomenon

might be a parallel to behavior with potassium using the 3d orbital.

Such an occurrance was used to explain satellite structure in the

photoionization of the valence shells of potassium and rubidium salts, as

opposed to sodium salts . Some satellite structure in fact does appear

with RbCl, although it is much less intense than is the case of the

potassium salt and at a much higher energy.

7. CONCLUSION

Our purpose in this investigation was to apply a comprehensive approach

in order to solve some of the problems attached to the study of the K-LL

Auger processes for third row elements. In retrospect, it would appear

there were more questions that we uncovered than answered. The Auger

processes for these elements deserve close attention. Because of their

low atomic number, relativistic effects are minimized and experimentally

the lines can be measured with good resolution. Their interest resides in

the fact that even though only core shells are involved in the K-LL

transition, the Auger spectra are highly sensitive to electron correlation
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and chemical effects. The K-LL Auger processes of the third row elements

offer an important area in which the basic behavior of atomic and

molecular behavior can be evaluated.
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Table I

KLL Auger Energies for Mg, A l , and Si (eV)

transit ion Mg metal Mg metala Mg atom Mg(theory)0 Al metal Al metal Al theory0 Si metal Si theory0

K-L2L3
 ]D 0(1185.1) 0(1185.3) 0(1167.3) 0(1174) 0(1393.4) 0(1393.2) 0(1383) 0(1616.6) 0(1607)

L2L2
 ]S - 5.3 - 5.5 - 5.2 - 6 - 6.0 - 6.0 7 6.9 8

L1L2 3 3f> ~31*5 " 3 1 - 0 " 3 1 - 4

L ^ ]P -45.5 -45.5 -45.4

L1L ]
 ]S -79.4 -79.3 -79.0 -73 -90.9 -91.2 87 102.9 96

-29

-43

-36.2

-52.0

-36

-51

.0

.8

35

51

41.1

58.5

39

57

a) Ley et . a l . ref. 10.

b) B. Breuckmann and V. Schmidt, ref. 7.

c) Shirley, ref. 11

d) G. Dufour, et . a l . ref. 10.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Aluminum K-LL Auger Spectrum. The K-LL Auger lines
are labeled as to the particular transition. The
peaks labeled <jg are the b"lk plasmon loss peaks,
and such are always lower in energy than the
parent line, w1 indicates a second plasmon loss,
etc. ORNL-DWG. 77-8611 A.

Fig. 2 Intensity of the K-L2L2(
]S) Auger line relative to

the most intense K-LL Auger line as a function of
Z and chemical state. Calculations using limited
configuration interactions (ref. 5 and ref. 6, p. 563)
are noted by X and dashed line. Calculations on
neon using many body perturbations theory (ref. 6)
given by *. Experimental data on atoms A taken
from ref. 7, and on molecules • from ref. 8. The
data on metals and oxides 0, fare our data. ORNL-
DWG. 77-8219.

Fig. 3 Intensity of the K-L2 3( P) Auger line relative to
the most intense K-LL Auger line as a function of
Z and chemical state. Calculations using limited
configuration interactions (ref. 5 and ref. 6,
p. 563) are noted by X and dashed line. Calculations
on neon using many body perturbations theory (ref.
6) given by *. Experimental data on atoms A taken
from ref. 7, and on molecules • from ref. 8. The
data on metals and oxides 0, • are c-."" data. ORNL-
DWG. 77-8481A.



FIGURF CAPTIONS (Cont'd)

Fig. 4 I • • i j of tue K-L1L2( P) Auger line relative to
tne most intense K-LL Auger line as a function of
Z ."id chemical state. Calculations using limited
configuration interactions (ref. 5 and ref. 6,
p. 563) are noted by X and dashed line. Calculations
on neon using many body perturbations theory (ref.
6) given by *. Experimental data on atoms A taken
from ref. 7, and on molecules K from ref. 8. The
data on metals and oxides 0, • are our data. ORNL-
77-8482.

Fig. 5 Intensity of the K-L,L.( S) Auger line relative to
the Tjost intense K-LL Auger line as a function of
Z anu chemical state. Calculations using limited
configuration interactions (ref. 5 and ref. 6,
p. 563) are noted by X and dashed line. Calculations
on neon using many body perturbations theory (ref.
6) given by *. Ixperimental data on atoms A taken
from ref. 7, and on molecules • from ref. 8. The
data on metals and oxides 0, • are our data. ORNL
77-8218.

Fig. 6 Portion of a spectrum taken with oxidized aluminum.
The central^ large peak is due to an Auger transition
in the oxide, while the peak to the right is the
corresponding transition in the metal; the difference
in energy between these two lines is the chemical
shift. The doublet on the right is due to photo-
ejection from the 2p shell of aluminum, the left-
hand member showing the effect of the oxide. Similar-
ly for the doublet on the left which is due to
photo-ejection from the 2s shell. ORNL-DGW. 77-8891A.



FIGURE CAPTIONS (Cont'd)

Fig. 7 Comparison of K-LL Auger spectrum of Na from NaCl
(data points) with near K-LL Auger spectrum
(vertical bars). Data for neon taken from ref. 7.
Satellite structure indicated by SAT. Energy
given relative to main Auger line in respective
spectra. ORNL 77-8888A.

Fig. 8 Comparison of K-LL Auger spectrum for potassium in
KpHPO. (solid line with dashed line for background)
with K-LL Auger spectrum for argon (vertical bars).
Data for argon taken from Krause, ref. 7. Satellite
structure indicated by SAT. Energy given relative
to main Auger line in respective spectra. ORNL
77-8887A.

Fig. 9 Comparison of L3-M4 gM4 5 Auger spectrum for Rb in
RbCl (solid line with dashed line for background)
with L3-M4 gM. 5 Auger spectrum for Kr (vertical bar).
Data for krypton taken from ref. 15. Satellite
structure indicated by SAT. Energy given relative
to main Auger line. 0RNL-8886B.
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